The following is to ensure that vendors have complete information prior to submitting a proposal. Here are some clarifications regarding the proposal for **Boiler #2 Tube Repair and Replacement** for **Facilities**.

Questions and/or statements of clarification are in **bold** font, and answers to specific questions are **italicized**.

**Question:** Are the tubes rolled on end and welded on the other?

**Answer:** Yes

**Question:** Do we have access to bring materials to the jobsite?

**Answer:** Yes

**Question:** Do you have hour restrictions for project completion or working hours?

**Answer:** Provide working hours for consideration if outside the normal 8am-5pm timeframe; can work with vendor to accommodate

**Question:** Do you have an expected completion of work?

**Answer:** Prefer completion of work to be before October 2019 (10/01/2019).

**Question:** Will staffing background checks be required? What is the process entail?

**Answer:** Yes, full process and detail of background checks will be a conversation with the end-user department where the work is being completed. This would be a no-inmate contact area that would require being escorted to the jobsite.

**Question:** Do you wish to have the vendor remove the metal waste afterwards?

**Answer:** Yes. If price is substantially lower, please provide pricing with and without waste removal for consideration. The County has a metal recycling dumpster available, located immediately outside of the facility. The vendor may use this dumpster for metal waste if elected.
Firms interested in submitting a bid, must respond with complete information and deliver on or before 1:45 pm CDT, May 28, 2019. Late bids will not be accepted and will not receive consideration for final award.

“PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM ON THE BID RESPONSE PAGE.”

Josh Lauber
Purchasing Agent – Buyer
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